
Chapter 751: Ended 

After saying that, Jin Mingdong patted Lu Xingzhi on the shoulder, smiled at Jiang Yao, and left. 

“From what he said, it means that Chen Feibai wasn’t the one who made the big mistake and caused the 

big fire, right?”Jiang Yao heard the meaning in Jin Mingdong’s words. “But why does old master Chen 

insist that Chen Feibai did it?” 

“During the first round of assessment, the army gave everyone a backpack. Every item in the backpack 

had their own code name. I’m 40, and Chen Feibai is number 46. At that time, they said that this 

backpack was the only item given to us by the entire assessment army. They also allowed us to bring all 

the things we brought with us. Other than the communication items, as long as we brought it with us, 

we could take it with us to participate in each round of assessment.” 

Lu Xingzhi held the lighter in his hand and gently turned it in his palm, “The chief just said that the 

location of the incident showed that only Chen Feitang and Chen Feibai were in that area. If it wasn’t 

Chen Feibai who was roasting the fire in the mountain, then it must have been Chen Feitang.” 

“That doesn’t seem right!”Jiang Yao shook her head, “It doesn’t make sense. Didn’t they say that old 

master Chen valued sons over daughters? If Chen Feitang was the one who was roasting the fire, why 

would old master Chen protect Chen Feitang and let Chen Feibai, the grandson, take the blame for Chen 

Feitang instead?” 

“Wife, you ignored the chief’s words. When you found Chen Feibai, he was already on the verge of 

death from the fire. He had already undergone surgery for more than three hours and was still in critical 

condition. You are a medical student. Tell me, what kind of sequelae will be left after severe burns?” 

Lu Xingzhi’s voice was very soft, very soft, but there was a hint of coldness in it. He did not really want to 

ask Jiang Yao, but more like he was talking to himself. 

“I once had a comrade who was accidentally burned while participating in an explosion drill. Later, he 

retired from the army. Because of the large-scale burns, there were many, many scars on his body. Even 

after undergoing skin grafts and hard work in rehabilitation training, his right hand was still unable to be 

completely lifted up.” 

Jiang Yao was a doctor. Of course, she knew the consequences of severe burns, the unimaginable 

rehabilitation training, the painful skin grafting surgery, and the sequelae. 

“Regardless of whether Chen Feibai can survive or not, his military career is over.”Jiang Yao understood, 

“Because Chen Feibai has no future to speak of, no matter what the truth is, no matter who did this, in 

the end, it has to be him. “Because, he has no future to speak of. But, Chen Feitang’s future is still 

bright.” 

“Yes.”Lu Xingzhi nodded. “Old Master Chen only has these two grandchild’s children. Chen Feibai is 

destroyed, leaving only Chen Feitang as a granddaughter. In the future, the Chen family can only rely on 

Chen Feitang.” 

Therefore, old master Chen just chased these outsiders away. He probably wanted to leave Chen 

Feibai’s parents to discuss the truth. He wanted to persuade Chen Feibai’s parents to agree to let Chen 

Feibai take the blame for the sake of the Chen family and Chen Feitang’s future. 



“How Innocent is Chen Feibai? As a victim, he is suffering from physical pain and suffering from the 

tragedy of losing his future. Why should he suffer a grievance that he shouldn’t suffer? This is not fair to 

him.” 

Chapter 752: Exactly how similar was it? 

To ask Jiang Yao if she hated Chen Feibai in the past, to be honest, Jiang Yao really hated him. She hated 

the way Chen Feibai looked at Lu Xingzhi and how he was always at loggerheads with him, she also 

hated the way Chen Feibai always looked down on others. 

However, the incident in Rong County had changed her view of Chen Feibai. 

Chen Feibai was a hero. He was a qualified soldier. Even Lu Xingzhi praised him. Why would such a 

person take the blame for a woman like Chen Feitang? 

However, she and Lu Xingzhi were outsiders. They could not interfere with old master Chen’s decision. 

“Chen Feibai’s parents might not agree.”Lu Xingzhi patted Jiang Yao’s head. “We’ll see what happens 

after that. Let’s go arrange a place to stay first.” 

Chen Feibai was the only son of Chen Shanhe and Rong Ying. As parents, they should not be able to 

endure the physical torture of their son and still have to take the blame for the culprit. 

The truth of this matter had indeed surprised Lu Xingzhi. 

At first, when he heard that Chen Feibai had made a major mistake and caused a major fire, he was not 

actually shocked. With Chen Feibai’s personality, he had always felt that he would one day make 

something big. 

However, in reality, the person who created something big was actually Chen Feitang. 

Lu Xingzhi held Jiang Yao’s hand and walked out from an empty corner. After walking for less than two 

minutes, Jiang Yao was bumped into by a nurse who was walking in a hurry. 

“Ah, I’m sorry! I’m Sorry!”The young nurse apologized repeatedly, she raised her head and looked at the 

girl who had been bumped by her. She was instantly stunned. “Miss Sun, you can’t run around if you’re 

not feeling well! Why did you run out of the ward again? If anything were to happen to you, it would be 

hard for US medical staff to answer to you!” 

After saying that, the young nurse reached out to pull Jiang Yao back as she said, “Hurry up and follow 

me back to the ward. Otherwise, when your mother comes and sees that you’ve left the ward, she will 

scold us nurses for not looking after you properly.” 

Jiang Yao was stunned and did not react for a moment. She was really taken two steps by the nurse until 

her other hand was pulled by Lu Xingzhi. Only then did she come back to her senses. 

“Nurse, you’ve mistaken me for someone else. I’m not the Miss Sun that you’re talking about.”Jiang Yao 

quickly pulled her hand back. 



The young nurse heard the voice and realized that something was wrong. She then turned to look 

carefully at the person she was pulling and scratched her head. “It seems that I’ve really mistaken you 

for someone else. Your complexion is much better than hers. You’re also taller than her.” 

The nurse quickly apologized, “I’m sorry, I mistook you for someone else. But you two really look alike at 

first glance! Are You Miss Sun’s sister?” 

“I don’t know what Miss Sun You’re talking about. I’m here to visit the patient,”Jiang Yao explained 

indifferently and then left with Lu Xingzhi. 

After leaving the hospital, Lu Xingzhi made a phone call and then took Jiang Yao to a taxi. 

In the taxi, Jiang Yao gently touched Lu Xingzhi’s arm, “Cheng Jinyan, Huang Chengjing’s friend, asked 

me if I knew Sun Xiaoshan. Now, that nurse recognized me as Miss Sun. Do you think that Sun Xiaoshan 

that Cheng Jinyan mentioned is the Miss Sun that the nurse mentioned? “I’m very curious now. How 

similar am I to that Sun Xiaoshan or that Miss Sun?” 

“If they are really alike, don’t tell me you want to recognize a sister or sister?”Lu Xingzhi carelessly threw 

a sentence to her. 

Chapter 753: No obligations 

Jiang Yao blinked and shook her head. “I don’t want to!” 

“Isn’t that enough? What’s there to be curious about? No matter how similar they are, it’s not you. Isn’t 

there a person in our town who looks very similar to a martial arts star? The world is so big, is there 

anything strange?”Lu Xingzhi thought, it was most likely that the nurse was blind, which was why she 

mistook him for someone else. 

His wife was the only one in the world. Even if there was someone who looked like her, it was 

impossible for them not to know the two of them. Jiang Yao was the only one in the world. 

Lu Xingzhi brought Jiang Yao to the best hotel in Province A. after checking in, he immediately called 

Father Liang in the capital to inform him of the situation here. 

Father Liang was still working in his office at night. After hearing Lu Xingzhi’s words, he was silent for a 

long time before sighing. “If the old master doesn’t resolve this properly, the Chen family might be 

divided because of this matter.” 

When Old Master Chen and Old Master Liang were young, they were comrades-in-arms, so the 

relationship between the two families was decades old. Because of the relationship between the older 

generation, Father Liang and Chen Shanhe had played together since they were young. They were very 

familiar with the temperaments of the Chen Brothers, father Liang understood them. 

“Old Master was concerned about the future of the Chen family, but he neglected Chen Feibai and the 

feelings of his parents. Let’s not talk about Chen Shanhe and Rong Ying as parents. Take Chen Feibai 

himself as an example. As long as Chen Feibai is alive, he will not be able to bear the blame. If Chen 

Feibai is not saved and dies, then Chen Shanhe and Rong Ying will not let their son die in vain and have 

to bear the blame for the real murderer of their son.” 



Father Liang said, “Keep an eye on that side for now. I’ll give the old man a call and ask him to advise 

me.” 

Lu Xingzhi acknowledged and put away the phone. Seeing that Jiang Yao was looking at him, he walked 

over to Jiang Yao and asked, “Are you tired?” 

Jiang Yao shook her head. “Will Chen Feibai’s matter affect you? After all, in name, Chen Feibai is a 

soldier in your company, and you are Chen Feibai’s company commander.” 

“I’m his company commander, not his father.”Lu Xingzhi snorted. “I haven’t been able to control him in 

the past. The Army can’t blame me for his matters.” 

Chen Feibai had joined the army. He had taught him everything he needed to. Putting aside the fact that 

Chen Feibai was a victim of the fire, even if Chen Feibai really was the person who had committed a 

major mistake, what did it have to do with him? 

He was Chen Feibai’s company commander. However, Chen Feibai had his back to the entire Chen 

family. Everyone in the army knew that Chen Feibai had been a little troublemaker ever since he joined 

the army. 

Jiang Yao leaned on Lu Xingzhi and sighed indiscernibly. “I thought that I had changed Chen Feibai’s 

death and that his life would change in the future. I didn’t expect that there would be such an 

unsolvable disaster waiting for him.” 

“It’s not your fault.”Lu Xingzhi was afraid that Jiang Yao would think too much, so he comforted her. 

Jiang Yao looked up at him and pouted. “It’s not my fault. I can save him once, but I can’t save him for 

the rest of my life. Besides, I’m not a bodhisattva. Don’t tell me I have the obligation to save all living 

things?” 

Lu Xingzhi was speechless after hearing Jiang Yao’s retort. He was afraid that she would think too much. 

So, it was unnecessary. 

However, this was also good. Jiang Yao was right. She was not a bodhisattva, so she had no obligation to 

save everyone. 

Because they had rushed to province a without eating, Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi arrived at the hotel at 

this time. Their stomachs were in a mess. When they heard Jiang Yao say that she was hungry, Lu 

Xingzhi called the room service and asked the service to deliver a light supper. 

Chapter 754: Pampering You isn’t enough 

Province A was Jiang Yao’s first visit in two lifetimes. Province a had a military district, so it was obvious 

that province A’s economy was developing well. As the capital city of the province, compared to 

Nanjiang City, it was also bustling. 

Jiang Yao drank porridge with a spoon in one hand and supported her head with the other. She watched 

as Lu Xingzhi finished peeling the eggshell of the tea-leaf egg and placed the pockmarked egg into her 

bowl. She clicked her tongue to express her dislike. 



“Whether it’s beautiful or ugly, it doesn’t affect its taste.”Lu Xingzhi took out a piece of paper to wipe his 

hands clean and picked up the chopsticks to add a side dish to her bowl. “Don’t just eat the porridge, eat 

something else.” 

Jiang Yao scooped the egg out of the porridge with the spoon and lowered her head to take a bite. 

Seeing that he didn’t even take a bite, she felt a little helpless. As long as it was two people eating 

alone.., lu Xingzhi would always take care of her like a three-year-old child. 

“Lu Xingzhi,”Jiang Yao called out to the person in front of her very seriously. “Your wife is nineteen this 

year, not three.” 

“So What?”Lu Xingzhi did not mind. “Usually, we spend a lot of time apart and a short amount of time 

together. When we are not together, even if I want to take care of you, I can’t.” 

Jiang Yao held the spoon in her mouth and looked carefully at Lu Xingzhi from head to toe. Suddenly, 

she smiled and said, “Yeah, I feel a sense of resentment from young master Lu.” 

Lu Xingzhi couldn’t help but smile when Jiang Yao teased him. 

“Distance creates beauty. Maybe it’s because we keep a distance, so I’m beautiful everywhere you look 

at me now. “If we get together every day, you might get bored of looking at me everywhere,”Jiang Yao 

said matter-of-factly. “I’m quite worried that I’ll follow you in the Army after I graduate. What if I Turn 

Old and you don’t like me anymore?” 

Lu Xingzhi didn’t know where to start to refute her. It wasn’t because he thought what she said made 

sense, but because he had a few words in his heart to refute every word she said, so he didn’t know 

where to start. 

“It’s not because I like you because you’re beautiful.”Lu Xingzhi thought for a moment and snorted. “You 

can try. If you’re with me every day, do I find you annoying?” 

Jiang Yao touched her face. She felt that Lu Xingzhi’s words were not very reliable. She always felt that 

all love at first sight was based on appearance. 

Love at first sight? Wasn’t it based on appearance? 

However, seeing how serious Lu Xingzhi’s retort was, she responded with an “OH”and lowered her head 

to eat. 

“You don’t believe me?”Jiang Yao could tell from her “Oh”that she didn’t believe him at all. 

Lu Xingzhi felt that she had to believe his words. Therefore, he put on a very serious expression and 

looked at Jiang Yao, he explained again, “A person’s life is very short. Even if we live together, other than 

the time we sleep at night, other than the time I work and train during the day, and other than the time 

I go out on missions, the time we can spend together in a year is very short. Even if we live to be a 

hundred years old, how long would it add up to? “This little amount of time is not enough for me to 

spoil you. How can it be enough to annoy you?” 

Jiang Yao felt that Lu Xingzhi had become more and more eloquent recently. 



Earlier, Lu Yuqing had said that he had low EQ, and father and mother Lu had said that he was 

emotionally retarded. But now, these words that stirred up her heart, didn’t he just say them out loud? 

Chapter 755: His girl 

“Your lips are smeared with honey.”Jiang Yao smiled coquettishly, but she was really very happy in her 

heart. 

This kind of mood was like being thrown into a paradise of happiness bubbles. 

Just like when she was young, her family was very poor. One day, she casually muttered as if she was 

eating milk candies. Then, the next day, when she came home from school, she found out that her 

father had specially gone to the town to buy half a catty of milk candies for her. When her eldest 

brother came back, he also brought two for her, when her second brother came back, he also secretly 

stuffed a small handful of milk candies into her pocket. 

The food that she had wanted to eat yesterday was stuffed into her pocket today. It was a sense of 

happiness that she was held up by the whole world, a sense of satisfaction that she was doted on by 

everyone. 

Seeing that her smiling eyes seemed to be able to bloom a flower, Lu Xingzhi was finally satisfied. It was 

good that his little wife believed him. 

He stretched out his long arm and ruffled her hair. He said in a low voice, “You can tie your hair now. I 

like the way you tie your high ponytail, and I like the way you tie your two braids.” 

Back then, when he said, “I like the way you grow your hair,”she did as he wished and helped him grow 

his long hair back. Until now, she seemed to have gradually returned to the way she looked when he 

first met her. 

Not only did she look like him, but the smile on her face was also the same — the same joy, the same 

happiness. 

Zhou weiqi said that Zhan Qiuhe was the most beautiful girl in the world when she smiled. Chen Xuyao 

said that Zhan Qiuhe was not, and Zhan Qiuhe was at most second. 

Lu Xingzhi deeply agreed. The most beautiful girl in the world when she smiled was clearly his Jiang Yao. 

When he first saw her, her smile was like a net that encircled him. 

He still remembered the first time he saw Jiang Yao. At that time, he knew that this girl must have been 

pampered by her family. Therefore, her smile was as dazzling as the sun in the sky. Her smile.., had a 

magical power that made everything in the world pale in comparison. 

Her smile would make him have an impulse to protect her. At that time, he thought that this girl was 

suitable to smile so happily for the rest of her life. It was as if she was born to be pampered. 

Around eleven o’clock, Lu Xingzhi called Chen Shanhe to ask about Chen Feibai’s condition. After 

learning that Chen Feibai had already left the operating theater and entered the observation period, Lu 

Xingzhi comforted Chen Shanhe over the phone. 



After breakfast the next day, Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi went to the hospital again. They thought that 

Chen Feibai would not wake up so soon even if he was resuscitated since his injuries were so serious. 

However, when the two of them arrived at Chen Feibai’s ward.., chen Feibai was awake. Moreover, he 

was being sedated by the doctor. 

“What happened?”As a doctor, Jiang Yao’s first reaction was to run over to ask about the situation. 

Perhaps her voice was too fierce, the nurse beside her subconsciously opened her mouth to reply, “I 

don’t know what kind of emotional disorder the patient had when he woke up.” 

After the nurse finished answering, she realized that she actually didn’t need to explain to Jiang Yao. 

However, since she had already said it, she couldn’t take it back. She could only stand by the side and 

wait for the doctor to finish administering the tranquilizer to the patient. 

“In this situation, administering the tranquilizer to him will only bring harm to his injuries, but it won’t 

do any good!”Jiang Yao frowned. “He is still in a critical observation period, and his life is still in danger. 

Have you thought about the consequences of recklessly administering the tranquilizer to him?” 

Chapter 756: Take the blame 

The Doctor was furious when he was questioned by Jiang Yao. He thought that Jiang Yao was also the 

patient’s family member, so he straightened his back and said directly, “Didn’t I ask you to be his family 

member? In the two minutes when the patient slowly woke up, what did you say to him that made him 

so agitated? Looking at his posture, if he had been able to get off the ground just now, he would have 

jumped down from the window just now! You family members don’t take the patient’s life seriously. If 

something happens, you will only blame us doctors! Did We doctors let you stimulate the patient’s 

emotions? Did you also know that the patient is still in critical condition? Since you all know, what did 

you do just now? Did you not sedate him and let him strip off his equipment and continue to struggle 

under the bed in anger? “Are we going to let him clench his fists and hit himself?” 

After scolding him, the doctor immediately chased everyone out of the ward. “During the period when 

the patient is still in critical condition, family members are not allowed to visit the patient in this ward!” 

This was because he was afraid that the patient’s family members would aggravate the patient’s 

condition. 

After being scolded by the doctor in such a direct manner, Chen Feitang’s parents’expressions did not 

look too good. Chen Shanhe’s face was even darker as he clenched his fists tightly. Meanwhile, Chen 

Feibai’s mother, Rong Ying, had not been seen for just one night, however, she looked haggard as if she 

had become another person. 

“All of you, get lost! All of you, get lost!”Rong Ying suddenly shouted. Then, she covered her face and 

squatted at the corner of the wall, crying. 

This time, she was not going to Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi. Instead, she was going to Chen Feitang’s family 

of three. 

“Little brother, we...”Chen Feitang’s father, Chen Shanjin, was full of guilt. He stood there. He did not 

know whether to leave or not. 



“Big Brother, you can leave. I don’t want to see anyone in your family right now.”Chen Shanhe turned 

around, bent down, and hugged his wife. He wanted to comfort her, but he realized that he could not 

say a word of comfort after opening his mouth. 

When Chen Feitang saw this, he had no choice but to pull her parents away and leave for the time being. 

Once the family of three left, only Jiang Yao and her husband, Chen Shanhe, and his wife were left in the 

corridor. The sound of Chen Feibai’s mother breaking down became the only sound in the entire 

corridor for a moment. 

Even as an outsider of the Chen family, Jiang Yao felt a twinge of sadness in her heart as she listened to 

her mother’s crying. 

“Uncle, how is Chen Feibai’s condition?”Lu Xingzhi went up to help the two of them up. Seeing this, 

Jiang Yao hurriedly ran up to help and helped Chen Feibai’s mother to a chair. 

“He hasn’t passed the critical period yet. The Doctor said that the burns are too severe. Even if he passes 

the critical period and performs all kinds of treatments later on, he will still be disabled.”When Chen 

Shanhe said this, a grown man choked up, “Just now in the ward, my eldest brother told me that Feibai, 

the child, had made a mistake in Chen Feitang’s place. Feibai, who woke up at some point, heard it, so 

he lost control of his emotions.” 

Chen Feibai’s mother burst into tears again. “Even though he couldn’t speak, I could see that he wasn’t 

willing! He wouldn’t be willing even if he died! He was using his death to tell us that he wasn’t willing to 

take on this mistake for Chen Feitang!” 

“Yes, he is a child of the Chen family. For the past twenty years, he has enjoyed the wealth and honor 

brought to him by the Chen family. He wants to make a contribution to the Chen family. This is what he 

should do. But, why? Why should he make such a huge sacrifice? He is a victim. Why should he suffer 

the consequences of his own actions? Why? 

Chapter 757: Stepping on him to rise to power 

“My son is lying in there in pain, wanting to die. Why is Chen Feitang, the main culprit, doing nothing? 

Why is Chen Feitang stepping on all of my son’s Pain to rise to power? “From now on, my son will be a 

cripple who has suffered the consequences of his own actions, while she, Chen Feitang, will be able to 

rise step by step and become a descendant who brings honor to the Chen Family?” 

Chen Feitang’s mother’s voice was full of complaints, each sentence striking the hearts of those 

listening. 

Jiang Yao had a vague feeling that after she and Lu Xingzhi left last night, old master Chen had even put 

pressure on the couple after he told them the truth, forcing them to accept old master Chen’s decision. 

The doctor gave Chen Feitang the result that he would become disabled. Jiang Yao was not surprised at 

all when she saw Chen Feitang’s condition just now. Chen Feitang was lying on the bed, and his entire 

body was almost bandaged into a mummy. With Chen Feitang’s degree of Burns.., he would indeed be 

severely disabled. 



The major joints would contract because of the scar, which would affect the function of the joints. As a 

result, there would be different degrees of impairment. Even if Chen Feibai could withstand all the pain 

of later recovery in the future, it would be impossible for him to recover back to his original state. 

How could a young man who used to be arrogant and insufferably arrogant bear the result of becoming 

a cripple? 

How could such a proud and aloof person be willing to take the blame for Chen Feitang that did not 

belong to him in the first place? 

All of this was indeed unfair to Chen Feibai. 

The hospital was worried that the family members would agitate the patient again, so the hospital 

banned family visits. Lu Xingzhi brought Chen Feibai’s parents to the hotel to rest for the time being. 

The Time Jiang Yao went in in the morning was too short, so she did not have time to react and have the 

medical system scan Chen Feibai’s condition. Over here, the hospital had issued a ban, she could not 

find the time to visit Chen Feibai again to scan his condition and apply the right medicine to the system. 

Therefore, she could only wait at the hotel with Lu Xingzhi. 

After Lu Xingzhi returned, he had to return to the temporary command center in the small county to 

report. After settling Chen Feibai’s parents down, he called Ah Lu and Da Ke and asked them to come to 

Province A to protect Jiang Yao, then, he hurriedly told Jiang Yao a few words and asked her to help take 

care of Chen Feibai’s parents. Only then did he rush back to the command center to report back to the 

team. 

That night, Ah Lu and da ke arrived. Once the two of them arrived, they guarded Jiang Yao’s hotel 

entrance like door gods for 24 hours a day. In the end, Jiang Yao couldn’t stand it anymore and asked 

the two of them to take turns guarding, otherwise, if they continued to stand guard for a few days, she 

might have to send the two of them to the hospital for first aid. 

According to Jiang Yao, the security in this hotel was pretty good. The two of them didn’t need to stand 

guard at the entrance and stayed in the room. They could just wait for her to go out and call the two of 

them. However, Ah Lu and Da Ke didn’t agree. 

When Jiang Yao accompanied Chen Feibai’s parents to the hospital, it was already three days later. 

Unlike most burn patients who would be unconscious for a long time, Chen Feibai woke up especially 

early. 

However, for a burn patient, waking up early was not a good thing. If he woke up early, he would have 

to endure more physical torture and pain. 

When Jiang Yao and Chen Feibai’s parents arrived at the hospital ward, Old Master Chen happened to 

come out of the ward alone. After not seeing him for a few days, old master Chen did not look too good. 

He looked tired and sad. 

Chapter 758: Jiang Yao, I hate you 

The grandson that he loved the most and cherished the most. Looking at him lying on the hospital bed, 

as his grandfather, how could he not feel sorry for him? 



What made him even more miserable was that because of his decision, Chen Feibai looked at him with 

hatred in his eyes. 

His words had stopped Chen Feibai from making a fuss, but it made Chen Feibai hate him. He hated his 

grandfather, and perhaps, he hated this world as well. 

“I’ve told him myself. He’s still awake now. You guys should go in and see him.”Old Master Chen’s voice 

was filled with fatigue. “This matter ends here.” 

After he finished speaking, Old Master Chen realized that Jiang Yao had been standing behind him. He 

paused for a moment before speaking again. “Good wife, Old Liang said that your medical skills are very 

good. Feibai, he...” 

“Old Master, I can only say that I will do my best.”Jiang Yao did not wait for Old Master Chen to finish 

speaking before she spoke. 

It was not because of anything else. It was because Chen Feibai was once a hero who fought against the 

flood. It was because of the look in Chen Feibai’s eyes when he was lying in the flood that morning. He 

was clearly very desperate, but he was unwilling to give up fighting. 

In this world, no one had ever been able to shock Jiang Yao with their eyes. Chen Feibai was the only 

one. 

“Okay.”Old Master Chen nodded. The words of thanks turned into a sigh. He knew in his heart that this 

was most likely the case. What miracle could there be? 

Old Master Chen still had a lot of things to do. Jiang Yao watched Old Master Chen leave before turning 

around to return to the ward. This time, the first thing she did was to have the system scan Chen Feibai’s 

condition. She looked at the open eyes on the hospital bed, no matter what his parents said, Chen Feibai 

ignored them. Jiang Yao sighed lightly. It was indeed very serious. 

With the current medical standards, Chen Feibai’s disability was set in stone. 

Because of the matter that Principal Wen had asked her to do, Jiang Yao had been specializing in post-

burn treatment in the system for the past few days. She had made some progress, but it seemed that it 

would not be of much help to Chen Feibai in such a serious situation. 

“Why isn’t he talking? Is It so serious that he can’t even speak now?”Chen Feibai’s mother asked with a 

worried face as she waited for Chen Feibai’s reply for a long time. 

“His throat isn’t injured. If he’s awake and doesn’t speak, it means that he doesn’t want to speak,”Jiang 

Yao said. After all, Chen Feibai was a soldier. In the face of a sudden fire, he had to make some 

emergency measures. Otherwise, such a serious forest fire.., how would he have the time to send him to 

the hospital for emergency treatment? 

Jiang Yao’s voice finally made Chen Feibai, who had been lying there without even moving his eyes, 

react. His eyes moved and then fell on Jiang Yao’s body. 

Just when everyone thought that he would still not speak, he suddenly opened his mouth. 

“Jiang Yao, even if you want to scold me for being unreasonable, I still want to say that I hate you.” 



A sentence that came without warning stunned everyone. 

“I hate you for saving me that morning. Look at me, look at how I am now. It would have been better if I 

had drowned in the flood that time. That time, when I died, I left cleanly. I, Chen Feibai, am a great hero 

that the people of Rong County will remember. Perhaps, the people of Rong County will also remember 

me as a hero. The child that I saved will also remember me for the rest of my life. I am alive now, but I 

am living a very painful life.” 

“Jiang Yao, my life is worse than death, so I hate to let me live these days of you.” 

Chapter 759: First meeting 

Jiang Yao stood there, speechless. 

“If I had known this would happen, I would have broken your leg and made you lose the chance to 

participate in the second round of the selection.”Jiang Yao’s smile was not pretty, “I clearly hate you so 

much. Back then, when I saved you, you were on the verge of death and didn’t know where you were 

going. Why didn’t you use your official position to seek personal revenge and break one of your legs to 

vent your anger?” 

If only she had been a little more narrow-minded back then. 

“That’s right, Jiang Yao. Do you know what I thought when I first saw you?”Chen Feibai chuckled. 

Without waiting for Jiang Yao to ask, he continued to speak, “Back then, when I knew that Commander 

Lu’s precious wife was coming to the army, I rushed over to take a look. I thought, just how capable is 

this commander Lu’s precious wife to be able to make Hades Lu so precious?” 

Chen Feibai seemed to be immersed in his memories, “To be honest, when I first saw you, I was very 

disappointed in you and commander Lu. I felt that commander Lu was blind to like a woman like you 

who looked like a delicate and delicate person who could be blown away by the wind. At that time, I felt 

that you weren’t worthy of an expert like commander Lu. In my heart, I even felt that Chen Feitang was 

worthy of Commander Lu.” 

“Later on, I gradually realized that I was the one who was blind. That’s right. How could a woman like 

company commander Lu Be a woman with nowhere to go? “You probably wouldn’t know, right? “That 

day, I struggled in despair again and again. I was hesitating whether to continue or give up. When you 

suddenly appeared in my eyes, you were like a God who had descended from the sky. You didn’t lie. At 

that time, I even thought that you were really a god, and there was a white light above your head.” 

At this point, Chen Feibai did not speak anymore. He was immersed in his memories. In his mind, the 

image of her risking herself to save him surfaced. That image was still very clear. It was so clear that he 

could even tell which part of her face was sweat and which part was rain, it was as if he could still feel 

the temperature of her palm when she grabbed his hand. 

It was very hot, very hot. 

Chen Feibai’s words fell into the ears of the two parents, Chen Shanhe and Rong Ying. They were 

inexplicably flustered. They did not know why, but Chen Feibai’s words made them feel like they were 

his last words, in order to not leave with regrets, he was desperately trying to say everything that he 

wanted to say. 



“Feibai, I only have one son. I beg you, no matter what, just live on.”Rong Ying cried so hard that she 

couldn’t speak. “If you can’t be cured in China, I’ll take you overseas.” 

“Chen Feibai, if you’re tired, just rest. Don’t hold on any longer.”Jiang Yao could see that Chen Feibai 

had been holding on and didn’t want to rest, so she couldn’t bear to persuade him. 

Outside the ward, Lu Xingzhi, who was wearing a military green uniform, signaled Jiang Yao to go out. He 

was travel-worn, so it was not suitable for him to enter the ward. He was afraid that he would infect 

Chen Feibai inside. 

“When did you arrive?”She hadn’t seen Lu Xingzhi since he left that day. She didn’t know what he was 

busy with. After so many days, the two of them had only talked on the phone once. 

“I just got here. I came here for a meeting. When I found out that he was awake, I took some time to 

come and see him.”Lu Xingzhi took off his hat and took out a handkerchief to wipe his sweat. It seemed 

that he had a limited time, so he rushed here in a hurry. Perhaps there was a traffic jam on the way, he 

got out of the taxi and ran over. That was why he was so hot and sweaty in this weather. 

Chapter 760: Aren’t you a doctor? 

 

“How’s the situation inside?”When Lu Xingzhi asked this question, his eyes were fixed on Jiang Yao. It 

could be seen that although he was worried about Chen Feibai’s situation inside, he missed his little wife 

even more. 

Thinking about it, he felt sorry for Jiang Yao. Jiang Yao came to province a with him, but he returned to 

the team the next day, leaving Jiang Yao alone. She was lonely and had no one to accompany her. She 

even had to help him take care of Chen Feibai’s parents.., she helped him take care of Chen Feibai’s side. 

“The results from the hospital are out. The burns are serious and will leave him disabled,”Jiang Yao said 

helplessly, “However, the most important thing now is not Chen Feibai’s physical illness. Right now, the 

most important thing to worry about is his mental illness. Chen Feibai’s mental state is now very serious. 

The most important thing now is to find a psychiatrist for him.” 

“Aren’t you a Doctor?”Lu Xingzhi was stunned. “You can’t Cure Him?” 

Lu Xingzhi’s expression was that if even Jiang Yao couldn’t cure him, then Chen Feibai was most likely 

really done for. 

“I’m a doctor, but I’m not a psychiatrist. Other than physical illness, mental illness can also occur. This 

requires a psychiatrist to treat mental illness, such as Chen Feibai’s current condition,”Jiang Yao 

explained patiently, “Logically speaking, a patient with severe burns like Chen Feibai would normally be 

in a coma at the initial stage. Even if he wakes up midway, he should only be awake for a short period of 

time. However, when old master Chen came, Chen Feibai woke up. After talking for so long in there, he 

said that he was still awake.” 

“What does this mean? Chen Feibai is a soldier. He has extraordinary…” 

“A soldier is also a human!”! “Could a soldier be a transformer?”? “Could it be Ultraman?”Jiang Yao 

interrupted Lu Xingzhi’s disapproving words. “A person needs to drink water when he is thirsty, eat 



when he is hungry, and rest when he is sleepy. This is normal!”! “But Chen Feibai is holding on. He is 

fighting against his own body. He is using this method to pursue death. Do you understand?”? “He is 

trying his best to exhaust every bit of his body’s functions. He is waiting for death. He is risking his life. 

Do you understand now?” 

Lu Xingzhi wanted to say that heart disease was nothing more than a heart attack? 

But clearly, he felt that it was a good thing that he did not say those words. Otherwise, Jiang Yao would 

probably give him a disdainful look. 

Alright, after hearing Jiang Yao say so much, Lu Xingzhi still felt that what mental illness? This was just 

being spoiled! 

“Wait for me here, I’ll go in and take care of him!”Lu Xingzhi turned around and went to ask the nurse 

for a sterile gown. 
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Jiang Yao cried out a few times behind him but was unable to stop him. helplessly, she could only watch 

as Lu Xingzhi changed into a sterile gown and entered the ward. Then, she watched as he exchanged a 

few words with Chen Feibai’s parents before Chen Feibai’s parents left the ward, lu Xingzhi was left 

alone to speak to Chen Feibai. 

Jiang Yao stood outside and could not hear the voices inside. She simply sat on a chair beside Chen 

Feibai’s parents and waited. 

It was only at this moment that Chen Shanhe finally took a good look at Jiang Yao. This was the girl who 

had saved his son’s life previously, but he had never had the time to personally thank her. 

“Little girl, your name is Jiang Yao, right? You Are Xingzhi’s wife?”Chen Shanhe called out to Jiang Yao, 

“Don’t take Feibai’s words to heart. He is actually grateful to you. It is because he is feeling bad that he 

said those words about hating you. No matter what, you have saved Feibai, so you are our family’s 

benefactor.” 

 


